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One important reason for offering customized products is to satisfy consumers’ need for product uniqueness. In this paper, we
take consumers’ unique preferences into account to examine how firms make decisions on vertical line extensions with in-
troducing a customized product. .is study develops the consumer’s utility function, which captures consumers’ behavioural and
emotional factors, and the results show that the high-quality firm always introduces an upward extension without uniqueness
sensitivity. However, introducing a downward extension may be more profitable especially when consumers have the high
unique ness sensitivity. We also find that the upward extension of the high-quality firm does not intensify competition with the
low-quality firm, but its downward extension will intensify the competition between two firms, whether with or without unique
preferences. We also analyse the low-quality firm’s extension decisions when it faces a high-end competitor and find that the low-
quality firm may change from introducing a downward extension to introducing an upward extension when intrafirm quality
differentiation is small.

1. Introduction

With the help of flexible manufacturing and process tech-
nologies, the power of the Internet, many firms have in-
creasingly utilized customization strategies to produce
customized products to attract more consumers with the
high self-consciousness [1–3]. For example, consumers can
work with Lenovo Imaging Technology Center to customize
each setting of their PCs such as changing the boot order of
devices. Nike also provides customization service which
shoppers can make part of their own shoes with access to
printing, embroidery, lasering, accessory bar, and more.
Consumers’ need for uniqueness is defined as an individual’s
pursuit of differentness relative to others that is achieved
through the acquisition, utilization, and disposition of
consumer goods for the purpose of developing and en-
hancing one’s personal and social identity [4]. And, it be-
comes an important driver for purchasing products.

One important question marketing and manufacturing
managers must consider is how to introduce vertical line

extensions for meeting diversified demands. Manufacturers
often design vertical line by increasing quality differentiation
to relieve cannibalization and competition [5–7]. Firms
selling multiple quality-differentiated products frequently
alter their quality setting and sequence when facing different
competitors [8, 9]. .e traditional approach emphasizes
expanding the differences of products to meet consumers
who have heterogeneity on product quality, while it ignores
other attributes of products. In fact, not only the intrinsic
value of products but also the consumption externality af-
fects the consumers’ purchasing decisions. .is paper builds
on past literature and contributes to it by showing that firms
may make the opposite decisions on vertical line extensions
by introducing a customized product and diluting quality
differentiation. In fact, increasing product differences in
multiple dimensions can relieve the pressure on a quality
upgrade in vertical line extensions.

Concurrently, a growing number of emerging studies
have addressed issues involved in offering a customized
product [10–12]. Scholars have shown that offering a
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customizable product is an independent strategy in a mo-
nopoly market [13] and a competitive market, rather than in
the context of vertical line extensions. Additionally and
importantly, the consumer behavioural or emotional factors
that influence purchase decision-making have yet to be
adequately explored in these studies [14, 15]. Another
limitation associated with the literature focusing on vertical
line extensions lies in the trade-off between quality differ-
entiation and price discrimination, while ignoring the de-
mand side of consumer needs and preferences for different
dimensions of products.

Given the importance of customization industry, ex-
amining the impact of consumers’ unique preferences on
vertical line extensions is quite necessary for a large number
of managers. First, firms should take consumers’ unique
preferences into account when they intend to introduce a
customized product. Because introducing a new type of
product in the vertical line influences consumers’ value
perception and preferences’ tendency. Second, considering
the exclusivity-seeking consumers, prior research on vertical
line extensions may not apply. Consumers’ unique prefer-
ences do affect their purchase decisions, which in turn in-
fluence firms’ vertical line extension decisions and profits.
.erefore, the central question addressed in this paper is
how firms introducing a customized product make vertical
line extension decisions when they take consumers’ unique
preferences into account. Specifically, we address the fol-
lowing questions:

(1) How do firms position their customized product,
that is, decide whether to extend upwards or
downwards?

(2) How do uniqueness sensitivity and quality differ-
entiation influence firms’ profit equilibria?

(2) How do firms’ vertical line extension decisions affect
their competitive relationships?

To answer these questions, we develop a gamemodel of a
high-quality firm and a low-quality firm making decisions
on product line extensions which introduce the custom-
ization technology to meet customers’ need for uniqueness.
We develop the consumer’s utility function, which captures
consumers’ valuation for quality and uniqueness. We
consider two scenarios: an upward extension scenario and a
downward extension scenario. Based on our model, we
obtain several key insights. First, introducing a downward
extension may drive the high-quality firm to get more profit
when considering consumers’ unique preferences, which is
different from the results of the high-quality firms which are
always introduce upward extensions [16, 17]. Second, the
high-quality firm is more aggressive towards the low-quality
firm when introducing a downward extension. .ird, we
determine the impacts of the quality differentiation of
customized products and base products on the firms’ vertical
line extensions.

.is paper builds on the past literature on product line
design and contributes to it in several points. First, con-
ventional wisdom might claim that firms always expand
vertical differentiation [6, 18], and high-end firms tend to

introduce upward extensions [16, 17]. .is result holds in
our model if consumers do not exhibit unique preferences.
However, this paper provides interesting insight that the
high-quality firm can obtain a higher profit by introducing a
downward extension if consumers do exhibit unique pref-
erences. .is is because unique preferences increase the
differentiation between base products and customized
products, which alleviates intrafirm cannibalization and
pressure on quality upgrade. Second, by emphasizing the
behavioural and emotional factors, we incorporate the
uniqueness sensitivity into the analysis of optimal equilib-
rium and examine that the demands and prices of the high-
quality firm increase with consumers’ unique preferences,
leading to a wider range of situations of introducing a
downward extension rather than an upward extension.
.ird, the high-quality firm introducing an upward exten-
sion does not affect the low-quality firm’s profit with or
without unique preferences. However, a downward exten-
sion of the high-quality firm erodes the low-quality firm’s
profit, especially the increase of intrafirm quality
differentiation.

.e outline of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we report our contributions but start with
reviewing related literature. In Section 3, we present our basic
modelling framework in detail. In Section 4, we examine the
high-quality firm’s decisions on vertical line extensions when
considering consumers’ unique preferences and determine
the conditions of different extension strategies. In Section 5,
we perform a comparative analysis of the low-quality firm on
how to expend vertical line and relax the assumptions to verify
the robustness of the conclusions. In Section 6, we conclude
and discuss the implications and limitations of this paper. All
of the proofs are provided in the Appendix.

2. Literature Review

.is paper is closely related to three streams of literature.
First, our research builds on the existing literature on
product line design. With a focus on vertical differentiation,
traditional studies assume the firm offering a series of
products of the same generic type to satisfy different tastes
and preferences and use a price-quality schedule to target
consumer segments [19]. Moorthy [20] ensures lower-
quality products potentially cannibalize higher-quality
products and the firm sets less quality for the low-valuation
segment to relieve the cannibalization effect. In [21], a se-
quential product introduction strategy can alleviate canni-
balization by introducing a high-end product before a low-
end product. Desai [18] finds that introducing downward
extensions can drive consumers to migrate to low-end
products and cause cannibalization. Biyalogorsky and
Koenigsberg [22] show that simultaneous introduction
should be used when the level of demand uncertainty is low.
Bhattacharya et al. [23] reveal that improvements in tech-
nology delay the introduction of a high-end product and
benefit of launching the low-end product earlier offsets the
loss of cannibalization. However, these research studies all
assume products with different qualities are the same generic
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type, ignoring different types of products. Unlike these
studies, we examine how consumers’ demand attributes
affect firms’ profits when they introduce customized
products.

Second, our paper is related to the literature on social
psychology that identifies the existence of exclusivity-
seeking consumer behaviour and examines how these be-
haviours impact firms’ decisions. In this field, some re-
searchers have focused on consumers’ unique preferences
leading to exclusive consumption. Cheema and Kaikati [24]
examine the psychosocial cost associated with positive word
of mouth, which can decrease the uniqueness of possessions
and harm high unique consumers. Amaldoss and Jain
[25, 26] introduce a framework with exclusivity-seeking and
conformity-seeking consumers and analyse the effect of
conspicuous consumption on consumer demand. Agrawal
et al. [27] show that price and demand for conspicuous
goods may be observed to jointly increase due to firms’
durability choice. Rao and Schaefer [28] construct a dynamic
model to examine purchase behaviour and firm strategy
affected by status utility. However, the formal modelling
literature is somewhat limited in the area of exclusive
consumption. Many studies fail to take quality’s effect on
consumer preferences into account and focuses solely on
social benefits. In addition, they do not consider that the
popularity of customization technology highlights the ex-
clusivity of products, whether durable or nondurable
products. Accordingly, we jointly consider intrinsic quality
and uniqueness utility to describe the multiple character-
istics of exclusive consumption.

Finally, this study is also related to a significant body of
literature on product customization. Most of the literature
on customization is based on the horizontal differentiation
model to explore the product-type strategies. Xia and
Rajagopalan [29] construct a game-theoretic duopoly
model to study the standardization and customization
decisions of two firms along with variety, lead time, and
price decisions. Alptekinoğlu and Corbett [30] study the
competition between a mass customizer and a mass pro-
ducer. .eir results show that even if the mass producer has
a small cost disadvantage, it can survive the intense
competition. Syam and Kumar [10, 11] explore the ap-
propriate level of customization in a duopoly setting and
find that when firms offer custom products and standard
products, they tend to offer partial rather than full cus-
tomization to reduce price competition. .e existing
scholarship in this field has tended to focus on a mo-
nopolistic setting to examine the effect of customization on
the firms’ product line decisions. Gu and Tayi [13] in-
vestigate a monopolistic firm’s strategies in offering a
standard product, a consumer customizable product, or
both. .ey found that the firm would offer a consumer
customizable product only if the customizing capability is
sufficiently high. Basu and Bhaskaran [31] develop ana-
lytical models to investigate how the consumer custom-
ization strategy affects firms’ product line designs and
quality of products. Our study differs from these studies in
the following aspects. First, we incorporate consumers’
uniqueness sensitivity into the analysis of optimal

equilibrium in a duopoly by emphasizing the role of
behavioural and emotional factors. Second, we introduce a
framework with a high-quality firm and a low-quality firm
in a competitive market and examine how demand attri-
butes (consumers’ need for product quality and unique-
ness) affect firms’ profits and vertical line extensions.
Finally, we capture vertical differentiation of quality and
horizontal differentiation of product type to verify which
vertical line extension strategy is more appropriate to in-
troduce customization technology.

3. The Basic Model

3.1. Firms. Consider a duopoly where firm i(i � 1, 2) offers a
base product. In the tradition of the literature on vertical
differentiation, we refer to firm 1 as the high-quality firm
offering a higher-quality product q1b at price p1b and firm 2
as the low-quality firm offering a low-quality product q2 at
price p2. .e high-quality firm wants to stretch its product
line by introducing a customized product to satisfy cus-
tomers’ need for uniqueness. Hence, it faces two choices:
either to introduce an upward extension (denoted as U
strategy) whose quality is q1h > q1b or a downward extension
(denoted as S strategy) whose quality is q1l < q1b. Without
loss of generality, we assume that q1h − q1b � q1b − q1l � μ,
where μ is the quality differentiation between firm 1’s base
product and extensions. Note that, to facilitate the theo-
retical analysis, we assume that the quality differentiation
between firm 1’s base product and upward extension is the
same as the quality differentiation between its base product
and downward extension.

Now consider firm 2, which competes with firm 1 in the
market with a base product whose quality is q2. We consider
situations that firm 1 focuses on the high-end market, and
firm 2 is positioned at the low-end market. In Section 5, we
examine the situation in which firm 2 wants to expand
product line. Following Li [32], let q1b − q2 � m, where m

indicates the quality differentiation between the two firms’
base products. To ensure that firm 1’s product quality is
higher than firm 2’s, the quality of firm 1’s downward ex-
tension needs to be higher than firm 2’ quality (i.e., q1l > q2).
We standardize the interfirm quality differentiation to unity
(i.e., m � 1), and this assumption implies that the intrafirm
quality differentiation is less than unity (i.e., μ< 1).

.e marginal cost of producing a product depends on its
quality level, and we assume c(qi) � (q2i /2) (see Moorthy
[20] and Desai [6], for a similar assumption). So, we let that
firm 2’s marginal cost for a base product is c2 � (q22/2), and
firm 1’s marginal cost for products are c1l �

((q2 + 1 − μ)2/2), c1b � ((q2 + 1)2/2), and c1h � ((q2+

1 + μ)2/2). To simplify analysis, we standardize firm 2’s
marginal cost to zero, that is, q2 � 0 [33]. In Section 5, we
relax these assumptions to consider a generalized cost
function. In the main model, we assume that the cost
functions take a specific form to simplify analysis and focus
on the impact of demand-side mechanisms on vertical line
extensions. We normalize firms’ customization cost to zero
without loss of generality and extend our model to consider
customization cost in Section 5.3.
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3.2. Consumers. Consider that the market is comprised of
two types of consumers with and without unique prefer-
ences. We capture consumers’ desire for uniqueness by
allowing the utility derived from the customized product to
depend not only on its intrinsic value but also on the
consumption externality.

3.2.1. Basic Utility. We refer to the utilitarian value that
consumers receive from the base product as the basic utility.
We consider a fully served market in which consumers have
heterogeneous valuation for quality. v is the consumer’s
reservation utility for the base product. We assume that v is
sufficiently high so that all consumers buy the product and
the market is fully served [29]. To depict the situation of two
competitive firms, we normalize market size to one and
assume that quality valuation θ is uniformly distributed over
the interval [0, 1] (in vertical product differentiation model,
? represents the consumer’s willingness to pay for quality
and varies across consumers. Each consumer is a surplus
maximizer and desires at most one unit of the product.
However, the hotelling model has always been used to
characterize the price-dependent demand in the case of two
or more competing firms. .erefore, we use quality-de-
pendent model to analyse firms’ decisions on vertical line
extensions). Consequently, the utility derived by a consumer
from purchasing a base product from firm i with quality qo

and price po is given by

U po, qo; θi(  � v + θiqo − po, θi ∈ [0, 1], oε 2, 1h, 1b, 1l{ }.

(1)

3.2.2. Uniqueness Utility. We develop the uniqueness utility
function, which captures the behavioural and emotional
factors and highlights the exclusivity of customized prod-
ucts. Franke and Schreier [34, 35] find that, in addition to the
significant effect of aesthetic and functional fit, the perceived
uniqueness of a customized product (1) contributes inde-
pendently to the utility a customer experience and (2) that
this effect is moderated by the consumers’ need for
uniqueness. In other words, product uniqueness as a value
driver in customized product facilitates enhanced differ-
entiation from other consumers and their belongings by
means of a truly unique product. In the motivation of social
identity, customized product can achieve some kind of social
interaction and convey the identification information, en-
abling relevant consumer groups to accurately infer their
unique taste, so as to obtain social recognition. .is explains
why consumers tend to customize some public products
(e.g., T-shirts, sneakers, bicycles, and graduation shirts) over
nonpublic products (e.g., soaps, toothpaste, and sofas).

Following Amaldoss and Jain [25, 26], they model snobs
as consumers whose utility from a product decreases as more
people consume the same product. For example, a BMW in
every driveway could dilute the value of the car to potential
buyers. .erefore, the more the consumers buy base
products, the higher the uniqueness value of consumers who
buy customized products is. Following the ideas of Li [32],
Rao and Schaefer [28], Gao et al. [36] on the construction of

social status utility for buyers, they assume that consumers
have homogeneous status preferences, as the higher-status
consumers buy a product, and the product’s status utility
becomes higher. Based on the construction of social status
utility for buyers, we try to introduce the construction
concept into the depiction of consumers’ unique preferences
for customized products. Consumers who purchase the
customized product derive utility from two different factors:
quality and uniqueness. So, if one consumer buys a cus-
tomized product, he gets utility:

U po, qo; θi(  � v + θiqo − po + τQN,

θi ∈ [0, 1], oε 2, 1h, 1b, 1l{ },
(2)

where the parameter QN represents the number of consumers
who purchase the base product and τ represents the con-
sumers’ sensitivity to uniqueness (we use the term “sensitivity
to uniqueness” to describe τ. Our assumption about
uniqueness utility implies that the consumer’s willingness to
pay for the customized product is influenced by internal
sensitivity τ and external group QN. .is approach allows us
to gain the same insights as a more complexmodel such as the
Hotelling model. Furthermore, our model is also general
enough to accommodate contexts where firms’ decisions on
vertical line extensions are motivated by the demand attri-
butes (consumers’ need for product quality and uniqueness)).
Suppose that consumers located in the range of [θl, θh],
(0< θl < θh < 1) buy the customized product, and the number
of consumers who buy a base product is QN � 1 − (θh − θl).
.e formulation reflects the notion that one consumer has the
special need to be different from others and separates himself
from the masses by representing the awareness of uniqueness.
A consumer enjoys a positive benefit τ if no other consumer
owns the customized product (θh − θl � 0), and there is no
benefit due to the exclusivity if all consumers own the cus-
tomized product (QN � 0).

.is formulation of uniqueness utility captures two key
characteristics of conspicuous consumption of customized
products. First, the uniqueness value of customized products
increases with the number of consumers buying the base
products, that is, decreases with the number of consumers
buying the customized products. It is because that the
consumers seeking uniqueness show great exclusivity. For
instance, the strategies of customization and limiting pro-
duction quantity are practiced in many categories such as
cars, watches, and jewelry. Second, the uniqueness value of
customized products is determined by the consumers’
sensitivity to uniqueness. Consider the case that consumers
have the need for uniqueness to separate themselves from
others, but they have different sensitivities to different
products. For example, consumers have the higher
uniqueness sensitivity to customized T-shirt than soup.

4. Analysis and Results

4.1. Consumers without Uniqueness Preferences.
Considering consumers do not have unique preferences
(τ � 0), we first analyse the product line extension strategies
of the high-quality firm.
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Case 1 (high-quality firm with no extensions (N strategy)).
Suppose that the consumer with θ is indifferent between
buying firm 1’s base product and firm 2’s base product,
where (v + θq1b − p1b � v + θq2 − p2). Solving this equation
for θ, we obtain θ � (p1b − p2/q1b − q2) � p1b − p2. In this
case, the two firms’ profits are expressed as follows:

π1 � (1 − θ) p1b − c1b( ,

π2 � (θ) p2 − c2( .

⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

Using the first-order conditions, the equilibrium prices
for firms 1 and 2, respectively, are pN

1b � 1 and pN
2 � (1/2),

the equilibrium demands are dN
1b � dN

2 � (1/2), and optimal
profits are πN

1 � πN
2 � (1/4).

Case 2 (high-quality firm with an upward extension (U
strategy)). When firm 1 introduces a high-quality custom-
ized product, three products with qualities q1h > q1b > q2 are
offered. Consequently, there are two indifferent consumers
prevalent in the market. One of them is indifferent between
firm 1’s base product and firm 2’s base product
(v + θ1q2 − p2 � v + θ1q1b − p1b). .e income parameter of
this consumer is given by θU

1 � (p1b−

p2/q1b − q2) � p1b − p2. Another consumer who is indif-
ferent between firm 1’s base product with quality q1b and
customized product with quality q1h (v + θ2q1b − p1b � v +

θ2q1h − p1h) is represented by θU
2 � (p1h − p1b/μ). Similarly,

the optimal profits of the two firms are expressed as follows:

U Stategy :

πU
1 �

μ3 + 4
16

,

πU
2 �

1
4
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

Case 3 (high-quality firm with a downward extension (D
strategy)). When firm 1 introduces a low-quality customized
product, three products with qualities (q1b > q1l > q2) are
offered. .e consumer who is indifferent between buying
firm 2’s base product and firm 1’s customized product with
quality q1l (v + θ1q2 − p2 � v + θ1q1l − p1l) is represented by
θD
1 � (p1l − p2/1 − μ). .e consumer who is indifferent
between buying firm 1’s customized product with quality q1l

and base product with quality
q1b(v + θ2q1b − p1b � v + θ2q1l − p1l) is represented by
θD
2 � (p1b − p1l/μ).

.e optimal profits of the two firms are expressed as
follows:

D Strategy :

πD
1 �

5μ3 − 20μ2 − 12μ + 36
144

,

πD
2 �

(1 − μ)(3 − μ)
2

36
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

Lemma 1. Without unique preferences, the high-quality firm
always introduces an upward extension (U strategy), and this
strategy does not influence the low-quality firm’s profit.

Lemma 1 illustrates that the high-quality firm always
chooses U strategy if the consumers do not have unique
preferences for a customized product. Under this condi-
tion, it does not intensify the price competition between the
two firms (pU

1b � 1, pU
1h � (μ2/4) + μ + 1, and pU

2 � (1/2)).
Because of this relationship, the two firms do not canni-
balize each other’s market share θ

U
� (1/2). .e high-

quality firm provides two kinds of products for consumers
when introducing product line extensions and further
extracts consumer surplus to drive more profits through
price discrimination. Under this situation, the price and
demand of the low-quality firm have not been compressed,
so its profit has not been hurt.

However, if the high-quality firm introduces a down-
ward extension, as the differentiation between the high-
quality firm’s downward extension (q1l) and the low-quality
firm’s base product (q2) declines, competition between two
firms becomes more intense. First, prices of competing
products all declines (pD

1l � (μ2/3) − ((4μ)/3) + 1<pN
1b � 1)

and pD
2 � (μ2/6) − ((2μ)/3) + (1/2)<pN

2 � (1/2)). Second,
consumers who would buy the low-quality firm’s base
product switch to the high-quality firm’s downward ex-
tension because of the price reduction (pD

1l < 1). .erefore,
the demand for the high-quality firm’s base product declines,
in turn causes its price to fall
pD
1b � (μ2/12) − (μ/3) + 1<pN

1b � 1. As a result, the down-
ward extension strategy increases the intrafirm cannibali-
zation. In short, the internal cannibalization effect and
external competition effect together reduce the profit of the
high-quality firm. .e profit and market share of the low-
quality firm all decline because of external intensifying
competition. So, if the high-quality firm introduces a
downward extension, it would create a lose-lose situation for
both sides.

4.2. Consumers with Uniqueness Preferences. Suppose that
consumers have unique preferences, how does the high-
quality firm expand product line through introducing
customization technology?

4.2.1. Upward Extension. When the high-quality firm in-
troduces a high-quality customized product, three products
with qualities q1h > q1b > q2 are offered. Consequently, there
are two indifferent consumers prevalent in the market. One
of them is indifferent between buying the low-quality firm’s
product with quality q2 and the high-quality firm’s base
product with quality q1b(v + θ1q2 − p2 � v + θ1q1b − p1b).
.e income parameter of this consumer is given by
θU∗
1 � (p1b − p2/q1b − q2) � p1b − p2. Another consumer
who is indifferent between the high-quality firm’s base
product with quality q1b and customized product with
quality q1h (v + θ2q1b − p1b � v + θ2q1h − p1h + τθ2) is rep-
resented by θU∗

2 � (p1h − p1b/q1h − q1b + τ) �

(p1h − p1b/μ + τ). For the profit functions, we obtain

π1 � θ2 − θ1(  p1b − c1b(  + 1 − θ2(  p1h − c1h( ,

π2 � θ1(  p2 − c2( .
 (6)
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.e first-order condition of this problem (p1h, p1b, and
p2) yields the corresponding prices: pU∗

2 � (1/2), pU∗
1b � 1,

and pU∗
1h � (μ2/4)μ + (τ/4) + 1.

Substituting these into utility equations, we obtain the
optimal demand: D1h � (2τ − μ2/4(τ + μ)), D1b � (μ2 + 2μ
/4(τ + μ)), and D2 � (1/2), where τ > τ1 � (μ2/2)

Similarly, the firm’s profits in the product market are

πU∗
1 �

μ4 − 4τμ2 + 4μ + 4τ(1 + τ)

16(τ + μ)
,

πU∗
2 �

1
4
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

Proposition 1. With unique preferences, the high-quality
firm always chooses an upward extension for introducing a
customized product. ?is strategy does not influence the profit
of the low-quality firm.

Proposition 1 suggests that, with unique preferences,
introducing an upward extension does not affect the com-
petition between firms. .is is because that introducing an
upward extension just cannibalizes interfirm’s market share,
which does not influence the low-quality firm’s demand
D2 � (1/2). .erefore, the competition between the two
firms does not change, and the price and profit of the low-
quality firm are the same as in the case that consumers have
not unique preferences.

4.2.2. Downward Extension. When the high-quality firm
introduces a low-quality customized product, three products
with qualities q1b > q1l > q2 are offered. .e parameter θ1
represents the consumer who is indifferent between buying
the low-quality firm’s product with quality q2 and the high-
quality firm’s customized product with quality q1l. .e
parameter θ2 represents the consumer who is indifferent
between buying the customized product with quality q1l and
base product with quality q1b of the high-quality firm. .e
utility equations are as follows:

v + θ1q2 − p2 � v + θ1q1l − p1l + τ 1 − θ2 − θ1(  ,

v + θ2q1b − p1b � v + θ2q1l − p1l + τ 1 − θ2 − θ1( ( .
(8)

We obtain

θD∗
1 �

p1l − p2 − τ( μ − τ p1b − p2( 

μ − μ2 + τ
,

θD∗
2 �

p1b − p1l( (1 − μ) + τ 1 − μ + p1b − p2( 

μ − μ2 + τ
.

(9)

Substituting these parameters into firms’ profits,

π1 � θ2 − θ1(  p1l − c1l(  + 1 − θ2(  p1b − c1b( ,

π2 � θ1(  p2 − c2( .
 (10)

Using first-order conditions, we obtain
pD∗
2 � (1/2) + (μ(μ2 − 4μ − 2τ)/6(τ + μ)),

pD∗
1b � 1 + (μ(μ2 − 4μ − 2τ)/12(τ + μ)), and pU∗

1l � 1−

((− 4μ3 + (16 − 3τ)μ2 + 8τμ − 6τ2)/12(τ + μ)). .e locations
of the marginal consumers are, respectively, θD∗

1 � (1/2) −

(μ(− μ2 + μ + 2τ)/6(− μ2 + μ + τ)) and θU∗
2 � (1/2)+

((− 3μ4 + (9 − 2τ) μ3 + (11τ − 6)μ2 + (4τ2 − 12τ)μ − 6τ2)/
12(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ)), where τ ≤ τ2 � 2μ − (μ2/2).

Similarly, firms’ profits are

πD∗
1 �

f
D
1 (μ, τ)

144(τ + μ) μ2 − μ − τ 
,

πD∗
2 �

μ3 − 4μ2 +(3 − 2τ)μ + 3τ 
2

36(τ + μ) μ + τ − μ2 
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

where fD
1 (μ, τ) � 5μ6 − 25μ5 + (8 − 29τ)μ4+ (48 + 92τ)μ3 +

(56τ2 − 36)μ2 − (84τ2 + 72τ) μ − 36τ2(1 + τ).

Proposition 2. If L(μ)< τ < τ2, the high-quality firm can still
make more profit with a downward extension than with no
extensions, where L(μ) � (μ/54)(A + (μ2+
132μ + 792/A) + 28μ − 42), A �

�����������������
μ3 + 198μ2 − 31644μ3



+13392 + 162
����������������������������������
− 3μ4 − 588μ3 + 36708μ2 − 41760μ − 12096


,

L(μ) increases with μ, and L(0) � 0).

We focus our analysis on the region L(μ)< τ < τ2 (see
Figure 1). Traditional research suggests that when a high-
quality firm competes with a low-quality firm, it generally
introduces upward extensions [16, 17], as the same as our
analysis in Lemma 1. However, this conclusion may not
apply to introducing a customized product with consumers’
unique preferences. If unique preferences are considered, the
high-quality firm couldmakemore profits when introducing
a downward extension (in the shaded area). With unique
preferences, consumers who buy the base product and
customized product of the high-quality firm are separated
into two social groups. .e quality value of the base product
(q1b) is higher than that of the customized product (q1l), and
customized product enables consumers to have a uniqueness
value. .e differences in quality and uniqueness value in-
crease the differentiation between the base product and
customized product of the high-quality firm, which reduces
the intrafirm cannibalization. On the one hand, the high-
quality firm charges a lower price for its base product than
the case with no extensions (pD∗

1b <pN
1b), which reduces

consumers’ willingness to switch from the base product of
the high-quality firm to the base product of the low-quality
firm. Lower price increases the high-quality firm’s demand
for the base product (θD∗

2 < θ
D
2 ). On the other hand, the

high-quality firm charges a high price for its customized
product because it is more valuable to consumers with
unique preferences. .e customized product appeals to
more consumers who would otherwise buy the base product
of the low-quality firm. .erefore, comparing with the re-
sults without unique preferences, the high-quality firm gains
more market share and higher profits through charging a
lower price of the base product and providing a customized
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product (see Figure 2). At the same time, the downward
extension of the high-quality firm intensifies competition
between two firms, which reduces the low-quality firm’s
demand and profit (θD∗

1 < θ
D
1 ).

To better understand the results, consider Figure 3.
Figure 3 depicts the changes of the location of marginal
consumer θ and prices of the high-quality firm’s products
with the quality differentiation μ. In Figure 3(a), considering
consumers’ unique preferences (τ � 0.5), the high-quality
firm sells the base product to high-type consumers, but it still
intends to sell its customized product to some consumers
who strongly prefer uniqueness. .e increasing quality
differentiation alleviates cannibalization in the product line
of the high-quality firm (θD∗

2 < θ
D
2 ). With increasing

intrafirm quality differentiation, the quality differentiation
between the high-quality firm’s downward extension and the
low-quality firm’s product becomes lower, which makes the
tough competition between two firms. .e high-quality firm
wants to target some of the low-type consumers who would
buy the low-quality firm’s product, which decreases the low-
quality firm’s market share (θD∗

1 < θ
D
1 ). In Figure 3(b), when

considering consumers’ unique preferences (τ � 0.5), the
high-quality firm enhances the ability to extract prices

premium for its products. When the high-quality firm in-
troduces a downward extension, the prices of its products
are higher than the case without unique preferences
(pD∗

1b >pD
1b, pD∗

1l >pD
1l). As a result of these effects, the high-

quality firm can increase profits by introducing a downward
extension.

.is occurs when consumers have the high sensitivity of
uniqueness and the quality differentiation of the high-
quality firm’s products is high. If the consumers have higher
sensitivity, they will get more uniqueness value from the
customized product. .e high-quality firm has more in-
centive to introduce a downward extension and relax the
pursuit of quality. .e lower quality of the customized
product obtains more revenues because of not only the cost-
reduction effect but also the market-expanding effect.

.is result is consistent with the observations of business
practices. For example, in the sneakers industry, the high-
quality firms such as Nike compete with the low-quality
firms in the market. According to Nike’s website and latest
annual report, Nike provides the high-end base products
(i.e., AirForce and Air Max) in the high-end market and the
low-end customized products (i.e., Roshe One By You,
Internationalist By You, and Blazer Low By You) in the low-

0 1

0 1

0 1
No extensions

θ–

θ–

θ–

τ > 0
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D
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Figure 2: .e distribution of consumers with a downward extension.
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Figure 1: Profitable downward extensions with unique preferences.
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end market competing with low-quality firms. Our model
provides a rationale for why the high-quality firms could
introduce downward extensions.

Lemma 2. With unique preferences, when the high-quality
firm introduces a downward extension, the low-quality firm’s
profit decreases with μ and increases with τ ((zπD∗

2 /zμ)< 0),
((zπD∗

2 /zτ)> 0).

As the analysis above, the high-quality firm’s downward
extension reduces the low-quality firm’s profit. First, the
low-quality firm’s profit decreases with μ (see Figure 4). On
the one hand, a higher value of μ corrodes the demand of the
low-quality firm ((zθD

1 /zμ) � − (μ4 − 2μ3 + (1 − τ)μ2+
2τμ + 2τ2/6(μ + τ − μ2)2)< 0). On the other hand, it would
force the low-quality firm to reduce the price to serve the
low-end market ((zpD

2 /zμ) � − (− 2μ3 + (4 − 3τ)μ2+
8τμ + 2τ2/6(μ + τ)2)< 0). Second, the low-quality firm’s
profit increases with τ. On the one hand, the strong
uniqueness sensitivity narrows the demand of low-quality
firm ((zθD

1 /zτ) � − (μ2(1 − μ)/6(μ + τ − μ2)2)< 0) because
the customized product of the high-quality firm attracts
some of the consumers who would buy the low-quality firm’s
product. On the other hand, the low-quality firm’s price
increases with the uniqueness sensitivity
((zpD

2 /zτ) � (μ2(2 − μ)/6(μ+ τ)2)> 0) because the lower
uniqueness sensitivity of consumers, the fiercer competition
between the low-quality firm’s product and the high-quality
firm’s downward extension. However, the revenue from
higher price offsets the loss in demand
|(zpD

2 /zτ)|> |(zθD
1 /zτ)|, which causes the low-quality firm’s

profit to increase with the uniqueness sensitivity.

4.2.3. Two Cases of Extensions

Proposition 3. When τ1 < τ < τm, where
τm � ((4μ2 + 14μ − 9 + 3

������������
25 − 12μ − 4μ2


)μ/8(μ + 3)), the

high-quality firm tends to introduce an upward extension;
when τ ≥ τm, the high-quality firm tends to introduce a
downward extension.

Proposition 3 states that the high-quality firm chooses
different extension strategies with different uniqueness
sensitivities (see Figure 5). Moreover, its profit is affected by
the quality differentiation. First, when consumers’ unique-
ness sensitivity is low, we consider that the upward extension
is still optimal when μ is large enough, which is consistent
with the traditional research. However, the results suggest
another possibility, namely that the high-quality firm could
obtain more profits even if it introduces a downward ex-
tension..e revenue of the high-quality firm comes from the
base product and the extensions. .e profits in the two cases
are, respectively, πD

1 � πD
1b + πD

1l, πU
1 � πU

1b + πU
1h, and

πD
1b < π

U
1b and πD

1l > π
U
1h. .e revenue of the base product

increases with μ; the revenue of the customized product
decreases with μ in two cases. However, when consumers are
less sensitive to uniqueness, they gain less value from the
customized product. If μ is small enough, πU

1h decreases
sharply with the increase of μ(zπU

1h/zμ)< (zπD
1l/zμ)< 0. If μ

increases to a threshold, πU
1h decreases slowly with the in-

crease of μ(zπD
1l/zμ)< (zπU

1h/zμ)< 0. As a result, when
consumers’ uniqueness sensitivity is low, the downward
extension is more profitable with a lower μ; the upward
extension is better with a higher μ.

Second, when consumers are more sensitive to
uniqueness, they gain more uniqueness value from the
customized product, so the high-quality firm tends to in-
troduce a downward extension. Specifically, when the
uniqueness sensitivity is high, the high-quality firm’s in-
centives for introducing a downward extension are more
intense, and it inclines to expand the quality differentiation
of products. .at is because as consumers’ unique prefer-
ences increase, fewer consumers purchase the low-quality
firm’s base product (as shown in Figure 3(a), θD

1 decreases).
And more importantly, the trend is more obvious with
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Figure 3: (a).e changes of the location of the marginal consumer with μ. (b).e changes of prices of the high-quality firm’s products with
μ (dotted line:τ � 0 and solid line τ � 0.5).
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increasing the quality differentiation of products (μ). So, it
means that more consumers will switch from the low-quality
firm’s base product to the high-quality firm’s downward
extension. Besides, although the high-quality firm has an
incentive to reduce prices with increasing the quality dif-
ferentiation of products (as shown in Figure 3(b)), the first
effect (business stealing) helps the high-quality firm. If the
high-quality firm makes an upward extension, πU

1h always
decreases sharply with the increase of
μ(zπU

1h/zμ)< (zπD
1l/zμ)< 0. Even if μ is large enough, there is

no guarantee that the high-quality firm will benefit more
from an upward extension. In this case, according to the
actual condition
((4μ2 + 14μ − 9 + 3

������������
25 − 12μ − 4μ2


)μ/8(μ+ 3))<

τ < 2μ − (μ2/2), the high-quality firm should ensure a

higher-quality differentiation of products to introduce a
downward extension.

.is result complements the widespread results in the
past literature on vertical line extensions showing that when
a high-quality firm competes with a low-quality firm, it
generally introduces upward extensions [16, 17]. In the
previous research, products are differentiated along a single
vertical (quality-type) attribute, and consumers’ willingness
to pay can be ordered along that single dimension. However,
our paper captures vertical and horizontal differentiation by
introducing customization technology. Consumers’ unique
preferences alleviate the firm’s pressure on quality im-
provement, and cost saving increases its profit. In reality,
consumers play a more active role in categories that facilitate
expressing themselves or that are status symbols, such as
clothing, footwear, jewelry, and fashion accessories [32].
.is result is consistent with observations of practices. For
example, in the footwear industry, comparing secondary
data from cyLEDGE Media Configurator Database (http://
www.configurator-database.com) and Adidas (https://www.
adidas.com.cn), Adidas introduced its 42 downward ex-
tensions (¥299–¥500) in these years.

Proposition 4. With unique preferences, the high-quality
firm (a) introducing a downward extension would reduce the
low-quality firm’s profit; (b) introducing an upward extension
does not affect the low-quality firm’s profit.

Proposition 4 shows that these conclusions are consis-
tent about how the vertical line extensions of the high-
quality firm affect the low-quality firm’s profit, regardless of
whether or not consumers’ unique preferences are taken into
account (Lemma 1).

5. Extensions

In Section 4, we examine how the high-quality firm selling a
base product introduces a customized product in a vertical
differentiation model. In this section, we analyse how the
low-quality firm introduces product line extensions when
facing a high-quality firm.

5.1. ?e Low-Quality Firm’s Product Line Extensions.
Following the assumptions in Section 4, we assume that firm
1 (the high-quality firm) offers a high-quality product q1 and
firm 2 (the low-quality firm) offers a base product q2b. .e
firm 2 decides whether to introduce an upward extension
(q2h > q2b) or a downward extension (q2l < q2b). We also
assume that q2h − q2 � q2 − q2l � μ and q1 − q2b � 1. .e
marginal cost of products are, respectively, c2l � (q22l/2),
c2b � ((q2l + μ)2/2), c2h � ((q2l + 2μ)2/2), and
c1 � ((q2l + 1 + μ)2/2). To simplify analysis, we standardize
the marginal cost of firm 2’s downward extension to zero,
that is, q2l � 0.

Proposition 5. When the low-quality firm wants to expand
the product line through introducing customization
technology,
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Figure 4: .e changes of low-quality firm’s profit with μ under
different values of τ.
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(1) Without unique preferences, the low-quality firm
always introduces a downward extension; with
unique preferences, an upward extension is prof-
itable for the low-quality firm when the uniqueness
sensitivity is high

(2) With unique preferences, if the quality differentia-
tion μ between base product and extensions is small,
the low-quality firm tends to introduce an upward
extension; otherwise, it tends to introduce a down-
ward extension

Without consumers’ unique preferences, an upward
extension of the low-quality firm represents a lower-
quality differentiation from the competitor’s product,
which intensifies competition between two firms and
reduces its profits. However, when consumers exhibit
unique preferences, introducing an upward extension is
profitable for the low-quality firm. Table 1 summarizes
the low-quality firm’s prices, demands, and profits in
different cases.

We further explain why an upward extension is prof-
itable for the low-quality firm. First, comparing with the case
that without unique preferences (τ � 0), the increase in τ
increases the uniqueness value of the customized product,
enticing consumers to switch from buying the low-quality
firm’s base product to buying its upward extension, which
makes θU∗

1 moves to the left, see Figure 6. Second, an
upward extension provides a customized product with a
higher quality, enticing consumers to switch from buying
the high-quality firm’s product to buying the low-quality
firm’s upward extension, which makes θU∗

2 moves to the
right. .e low-quality firm extracts more consumer surplus
in [θU∗

1 , θU∗
2 ], which alleviates cannibalization in the

product line.
Moreover, as the quality differentiation decreases, the

low-quality firm may change from introducing a downward
extension to an upward extension (see Figure 7). If the low-
quality firm that intends to introduce an upward extension
increases the quality differentiation between its base product
and customized product, the effect of rising cost outweighs
the benefits from introducing an upward extension.
.erefore, the low-quality firm can highlight the advantage
of upward extension when the quality differentiation is
small.

In addition, the upward extension of the low-quality firm
reduces the high-quality firm’s profit. It is because that the
upward extension intensifies competition between the two
firms. With unique preferences, the low-quality firm can
charge a higher price premium for its customized product,
which forces the high-quality firm to reduce its price. As a
result, the high-quality firm’s profit reduces as its product’s
price and demand decrease (θU∗

2 > θ).

5.2. ?e Low-Quality Firm’s Cost. In the main model, we
assume q2 � 0. Now, we relax our assumption to check the
robustness of our results in a general framework. Suppose
q2 � q> 0 and present some statistical analysis.

Proposition 6. Considering the production cost of the low-
quality firm, when the high-quality firm wants to expand
product line through introducing customization technology,

(a) Without unique preferences, the high-quality firm
always introduces an upward extension; with unique
preferences, a downward extension is also profitable
when the uniqueness sensitivity is high, and its profit is
increasing with the quality (q) of the low-quality
firm’s product.

(b) If the unique sensitivity is small τ, an upward ex-
tension is profitable for the high-quality firm as long as
its quality differentiation is big, and its profit increases
with q. Otherwise, the high-quality firm introduces a
downward extension.

Without unique preferences, the high-quality firm al-
ways introduces an upward extension when q is small. With
unique preferences, the high-quality firm introduces a
downward extension under a range of situations (see Fig-
ure 8). Figure 8 shows that the profit differentiation of the
high-quality firm between the upward extension and no
extensions (Δπ � πD∗

1 (q) − πN
1 (q)) changes with parame-

ters. When q is small, there is a region that the downward
extension is profitable, and the high-quality firm’s profit
increases with the competitor’s production cost.

Similarly, Figure 9 shows the profit differentiation of the
high-quality firm between the upward extension and the
downward extension. From this figure, we can see that the
downward extension is more profitable in most situations.
However, if the uniqueness sensitivity is small, the high-
quality firm that intends to introduce an upward extension
should increase the quality differentiation between its
products. In addition, it is more advantageous for the high-
quality firm to introduce an upward extension with the
increase of the competitor’s production cost.

We also find that the changes of q do not affect the
conclusions that introducing a downward extension of the
high-quality firm reduces the low-quality firm’s profit and
introducing an upward extension does not affect the low-
quality firm’s profit.

5.3. Impact of the Fixed Cost for Offering Product
Customization. We now consider the impact of the fixed cost
for offering product customization on the equilibriumoutcome.
Firstly, the fixed cost does not have any effect on the equilibrium
pricing decisions. Secondly, the fixed cost only impacts whether
the firm would offer a customized product when it introduces
the product line extensions. Let F denote the fixed cost for
introducing an upward or a downward extension.

Proposition 7. When the high-quality firm tends to expand
the product line through introducing customization tech-
nology, the fixed cost for introducing an extension is F:

(a) When τ1 < τ < τm, if F< πU∗
1 − πN

1 , the high-quality
firm tends to introduce an upward extension and, if
F≥ πU∗

1 − πN
1 , it makes no extensions
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(b) When τm ≤ τ < τ2, if F< πD∗
1 − πN

1 , the high-quality
firm tends to introduce a downward extension and, if
F≥ πD∗

1 − πN
1 , it makes no extensions

Figure 10 graphically depicts the results of Proposition 7
(note: in this Figure, the value of πD∗

1 − πN
1 and πU∗

1 − πN
1

depends on the values τ and μ, and they do not denote the

value of πD∗
1 − πN

1 is greater than πU∗
1 − πN

1 ). .e figure
shows that an important factor that influences the equi-
librium is the fixed cost. For part (a) of Proposition 7, when
τ1 < τ < τm, it is understandable that if the fixed cost is low,
the equilibrium outcome is the same as Proposition 3.
However, if the value of fixed cost is moderate

Table 1: Equilibrium outcomes when the low-quality firm expands the product line.

- No extensions Upward extension Downward extension
θ1 ((1/3)μ + (1/2)) ((9μ4 + (6τ − 9)μ3 − 15τμ2 − 8τ2μ)/(12(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ))) (μ2 + 2τ/4(μ + τ))

θ2 — (3μ3 − (4τ + 3)μ − 3τ/6(μ2 − μ − τ)) ((1/3)μ + (1/2))

p1 ((1/2)μ2 + (2/3)μ + 1) 1 + (μ(6μ2 + 3τμ + 2τ)/6(μ + τ)) ((1/2)μ2 + (2/3)μ + 1)

p2b ((1/2)μ2 + (1/3)μ + (1/2)) (1/2) + (μ(9μ2 + 6τμ + 2τ)/12(μ + τ)) ((1/2)μ2 + (1/3)μ + (1/2))

p2h — ((6τ2 + (15μ2 + 8μ)τ + 18μ3)/12(μ + τ)) + (1/2) —
p2l — — ((1/4)μ2 + (1/3)μ + (1/2)τ + (1/2))

π1 (1/36)(3 − 2μ)2 ([− 3μ3 + 6μ2 + (4τ − 3)μ − 3τ]2/36(μ + τ − μ2)(τ + μ)) (1/36)(3 − 2μ)2

π2 (1/36)(3 + 2μ)2 (G1/(144(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ))) (H2/144(τ + μ))

Note. 1 denotes G � 45μ6 − 81μ5 + (72 − 93τ)μ4 + 180τμ3 + (80τ2 − 96τ − 36)μ2 − (132τ2 + 72τ)μ − 36τ2(1 + τ); 2 denotes
H � 9μ4 + 16μ3 + (52τ + 48)μ2 + (48τ + 36)μ + 36τ(τ + 1).
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(πD∗
1 − πN

1 >F≥ πU∗
1 − πN

1 ), the high-quality firm tends to
make no extensions, unless the value of τ is high
(τm ≤ τ < τ2). In other words, when the value of τ is high
(τm ≤ τ < τ2), the high-quality firm only considers a
downward extension. Of course, it is understandable that if
the fixed cost is high, it is unwise for the high-quality firm to
provide customized products for consumers.

6. Conclusions and Implications

In this paper, we have studied how firms selling base
products introduce customized products in a vertical dif-
ferentiation model when they take consumers’ unique
preferences into account. We use a game-theoretic model to
investigate how consumers’ unique preferences and quality
differentiation affect a firm’s decisions on vertical line ex-
tensions and competition between the two firms. We offer
the following theoretical and practical implications.

Consumers’ unique preferences affect firms’ decisions on
vertical line extensions. Without unique preferences, the
high-quality firm always introduces an upward extension.

However, considering consumers’ unique preferences, a
downward extension is still profitable within a certain
feasible range.

Consumers’ unique preferences do (not) affect competition
between the two firms. With or without unique preferences,
introducing an upward extension (U strategy) of the high-
quality does not affect the low-quality firm’s profit, but
introducing a downward extension (D strategy) reduces the
low-quality firm’s profit.

?e quality differentiation between the base product and
extensions affects the high-quality firm’s decisions on vertical
line extensions. When the uniqueness sensitivity is low, a
high-quality firm that intends to introduce an upward ex-
tension should increase its quality differentiation. Other-
wise, a download extension may be a better choice for it.

?e quality differentiation between the base product and
extensions affects the low-quality firm’s decisions on vertical
line extensions. Similarly, a downward extension is a better
choice for the low-quality firm. However, an upward ex-
tension is more profitable, when its quality differentiation is
small. Table 2 summarizes firms’ decisions on vertical line
extensions as consumers’ unique preferences and quality
differentiation change.

Our results give some interesting practical insights. First,
it is widely believed among marketing and operations
scholars that firms generally improve the basic value of
products by quality improvement to attract more con-
sumers. Customized products provide firms with more
possibilities to meet the diversified needs of consumers. Our
results show that firms can obtain more revenue by intro-
ducing customization technology, so firms should pay more
attention on the value perception of uniqueness. .ey can
focus on improving product satisfaction (uniqueness and
experience of product: function, structure, and appearance)
and process satisfaction (enjoyment, creation, and self-
gratification).

Second, firms choose different product line extensions
according to their position and product type. Firms should
make sure their position in the market because the quality
level of products affects the option of extending upwards or
downwards. In addition, the uniqueness sensitivity varies for
different types of products. .e high sensitivity encourages
high-quality firms to introduce downward extensions and
low-quality firms to introduce upward extensions through
customization technology. At a very broad strategic level,
our results show that firms need to fully evaluate their
position and product type and explore market conditions to
make decisions on vertical line extensions.

Finally, our findings can be very practical for marketing
managers. We have shown the strategic roles of customized
products attracting consumers who have unique prefer-
ences. Our findings might advocate a need for firms to
cultivate consumers’ uniqueness consciousness through
advertising and other marketing methods. For example,
when firms introduce customized products, they could use
media platforms to deliver the information promoting a
sense of independence, which induces the consumers’
unique consciousness, such as Adidas’s slogan “impossible is
nothing” and Puma “always be yourself.” Our discussion
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highlights the importance of accounting for the different
dimensions of consumer valuation and product variety in
product line extension strategies.

We acknowledge some caveats in this paper regarding
the model and results. To make the results more tractable
and explicit, we set the quality differentiation to be con-
sistent, whether introducing an upward extension or a
downward extension. Relaxing this assumption may gen-
erate more insights into the role of quality differentiation. In
addition, we assume consumers have the same uniqueness
sensitivity to customized products. .is may be far from
realistic because consumers even with unique preferences
can be heterogeneous on customized products. It may be-
come more likely that firms adopt different vertical exten-
sion strategies trying to capture different customer segments.
Further research is needed in all those directions to confirm
the results in this paper.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. In case 1, we calculate the first-order
derivative of profits functions with respect to p1b, p2, re-
spectively, from equation (3), and obtain the results pN

1b � 1,
pN
2 � (1/2), and θ � (1/2). Inserting these results into

equation (3), we can further obtain the profits: πN
1 � (1/4)

and πN
2 � (1/4).

In Case 2, the two firms’ profits are expressed as follows:

π1 � θ2 − θ1(  p1b − c1b(  + 1 − θ2(  p1h − c1h( ,

π2 � θ1(  p2 − c2( .
 (A.1)

We calculate the first-order derivative of profit functions
with respect to p1h, p1b, and p2, respectively, from equation
(A.1), and obtain the results pU

2 � (1/2), pU
1b � 1, and

pU
1h � (μ2/4) + μ + 1. Inserting these results into equation

(A.1), we can obtain the profits of the upward extension
equation (4).

In case HD, the two firms’ profits are expressed as
follows:

π1 � θ2 − θ1(  p1l − c1l(  + 1 − θ2(  p1b − c1b( ,

π2 � θ1(  p2 − c2( .
 (A.2)

We calculate the first-order derivative of profit functions
with respect to p1l, p1b, and p2, respectively, from equation
(A.2), and obtain the results pD

2 � ((μ2 − 4μ + 3)/6),
pD
1b � ((μ2 − 4μ + 12)/12), pD

1l � ((μ2 − 4μ + 3)/3), θD
1 �

((3 − μ)/6), and θD
2 � ((4 − μ)/4). Inserting these results into

equation (A.2), we can obtain the profits of the downward
extension equation (5).

.en, we compare the high-quality firm’s profits of the
upward extension and no extensions πU

1 − πN
1 > 0 and profits

of the downward extension and no extensions πD
1 − πN

1 �

(μ(5μ2 − 20μ − 12)/144)< 0 (0< μ< 1).

Proof of Proposition 1. We calculate the first-order deriva-
tive of profit functions with respect to p1h, p1b, and p2,
respectively, from equation (6), and obtain the results
pU∗
2 � (1/2), pU∗

1b � 1, pU∗
1h � (μ2/4) + μ + (τ/4) + 1, θU∗

1 �

(1/ 2), and θU∗
2 � (μ2 + 4μ + 2τ/4(τ + μ)). Inserting these

results into equation (6), we can obtain the profits of firms:

πU∗
1 �

μ4 − 4τμ2 + 4μ + 4τ(1 + τ)

16(τ + μ)
,

πU∗
2 �

1
4
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(A.3)

.e necessary condition is τ > τ1 � (μ2/2). .is proof is
simple and easily demonstrated as in Lemma 1.

Proof of Proposition 2. From equation (10), we calculate the
first-order derivative of profit functions with respect to p2,
p1b, and p1l, respectively, and obtain the results

p
D∗
2 �

1
2

+
μ μ2 − 4μ − 2τ 

6(τ + μ)
,

p
D∗
1b � 1 +

μ μ2 − 4μ − 2τ 

12(τ + μ)
,

p
U∗
1l � 1 −

− 4μ3 +(16 − 3τ)μ2 + 8τμ − 6τ2

12(τ + μ)
,

θD∗
1 �

1
2

−
μ − μ2 + μ + 2τ 

6 − μ2 + μ + τ 
,

θU∗
2 �

1
2

+
− 3μ4 +(9 − 2τ)μ3 +(11τ − 6)μ2 + 4τ2 − 12τ μ − 6τ2

12(τ + μ) μ2 − μ − τ 
.

(A.4)

Inserting these results into equation (10), we can obtain
the profits of firms:

πD∗
1 �

f
D
1 (μ, τ)

144(τ + μ) μ2 − μ − τ 
,

πD∗
2 �

μ3 − 4μ2 +(3 − 2τ)μ + 3τ 
2

36(τ + μ) μ + τ − μ2 
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

f
D
1 (μ, τ) � 5μ6 − 25μ5 +(8 − 29τ)μ4 +(48 + 92τ)μ3

+ 56τ2 − 36 μ2 − 84τ2 + 72τ μ − 36τ2(1 + τ),

(A.5)

Table 2: Summary of research conclusions.

.e high-quality firm’s vertical
line extensions

.e low-quality firm’s vertical
line extensions

τ μ Extensions τ μ Extensions

Smaller Smaller Downward Smaller Smaller Upward
Bigger Upward Bigger Downward

Bigger — Downward Bigger — Upward
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and the necessary condition is (τ ≤ τ2 � 2μ − (μ2/2)).
From the conclusions of Lemma 1, we can easily obtain

(ΔπDN � πD∗
1 − πN

1 � (fD
1b(μ, τ)/

(144(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ))) − (1/4)). Let (ΔπDN � 0), and we
can obtain

τ∗ � L(μ) �
μ
54

A +
μ2 + 132μ + 792

A
+ 28μ − 42 ,

A �

����������������������������������������������������������������

μ3 + 198μ2 − 31644μ + 13392 + 162
����������������������������������

− 3μ4 − 588μ3 + 36708μ2 − 41760μ − 12096


3



.

(A.6)

We can verify ((zL(μ)/zμ) > 0), andL(0) � 0. When
τ > L(μ), ΔπDN > 0. In addition, the above solution is valid in
the constraints: τ1 � (μ2/2)< L(μ)< τ2 � 2μ − (μ2/2).

Proof of Lemma 2. From the conclusions of Proposition 2,
we calculate the first-order derivative of πD∗

2 with respect to
τ, respectively, and we obtain

zπD∗
2

zτ
�

μ2

36(τ + μ)
2 μ + τ − μ2 

2 μ3 − 4μ2 +(3 − 2τ)μ + 3τ 

· μ3 − 2μ2 + μ + τ .

(A.7)

Since 0< μ< 1 and (μ2/2)< μ< 2μ2 − (μ/2), we have μ3 −

4μ2 + (3 − 2τ)μ + 3τ > 0 and μ3 − 2μ2 + μ + τ > 0; then,
(zπD∗

2 /zτ)> 0. Similarly, (zπD∗
2 /zμ)< 0.

Proof of Proposition 3. From the conclusions of Propositions
1 and 2, we obtain

Δπ � πU∗
1 − πD∗

1 �
μF(μ, τ)

36(τ + μ) μ2 − μ − τ 
,

F(μ, τ) � μ5 + 4μ4 − (2 + 4τ)μ3 − (3 + 14τ)μ2

+ 9τ + 4τ2 μ + 12τ2.

(A.8)

Let Δπ � 0, and we obtain τm � ((4μ2+
14μ − 9 + 3

������������
25 − 12μ − 4μ2


)μ/8(μ + 3)). Since μ ∈ (0, 1),

we have τ2 > τm > τ1. When τm > τ > τ1, Δπ � 0; when τm ≤ τ,
Δπ � 0.

Proof of Proposition 4. From the conclusions above, we
obtain

πD∗
2 − πN

2 �
μ3 − 4μ2 +(3 − 2τ)μ + 3τ 

2

36(τ + μ) μ + τ − μ2 
−
1
4

�
μ μ5 − 8μ4 +(22 − 4τ)μ3 +(22τ − 15)μ2 + 4τ2 − 9τ μ − 12τ2 

36(τ + μ) μ + τ − μ2 
< 0,

πU∗
2 − πN

2 � 0.

(A.9)

Proof of Proposition 5. In firm 2 with no extensions, we
get (pN

1 � (1/2)μ2 + (2/3)μ + 1) (pN
2b � (1/2)μ2 + (1/3)μ+

(1/2)), (θ � (1/3)μ + (1/2)), (πN
1 � (1/36)(3 − 2μ)2), and

(πN
2 � (1/36)(3 + 2μ)2), as in Lemma 1. If firm 2 introduces

a downward extension, we get the equations v + θ1q2l − p2l +

τ(1 − θ1) � v + θ1q2b − p2b and v + θ2q2b − p2b � v+

θ2q1 − p1, so inserting θ1 � (p2b − p2l + τ/μ + τ), θ2 � p1 −

p2b into profit functions:
π1 � (1 − θ2)(p1 − c1),

π2 � (θ2 − θ1)(p2b − c2b) + θ1(p2l − c2l).
 Calculate the

first-order derivative of profit functions with respect to p1,
p2b, and p2l, respectively, and we obtain
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p
D∗
1 �

1
2
μ2 +

2
3
μ + 1,

p
D∗
2b �

1
2
μ2 +

1
3
μ +

1
2
,

p
D∗
2l �

1
4
μ2 +

1
3
μ +

1
2
τ +

1
2
,

θD∗
1 �

μ2 + 2τ
4(μ + τ)

,

θD∗
2 �

1
3
μ +

1
2
,

πD∗
1 �

1
36

(3 − 2μ)
2
,

πD∗
2 �

9μ4 + 16μ3 +(52τ + 48)μ2 +(48τ + 36)μ + 36τ(τ + 1)

144(τ + μ)
.

(A.10)

If firm 2 introduces an upward extension, we get the
equations (v + θ1q2b − p2b � v + θ1q2h − p2h + τ[1 − (θ2−
θ1)]) and (v + θ2q2h − p2h + τ[1 − (θ2 − θ1)] � v + θ2q1−
p1), so inserting θ1 � ((p2h − p2b − τ(1 − θ2))/1 − μ + τ) and
θ2 � (p1 − p2h − τ(1 + θ1)/μ + τ) into profit functions, we

obtain π1 � (1 − θ2)(p1 − c1),

π2 � (θ1)(p2b − c2b) + (θ2 − θ1)(p2h − c2h).
 Cal-

culate the first-order derivative of profits functions with
respect to p1, p2b, and p2h, respectively, and we obtain

p
U∗
1 � 1 +

μ 6μ2 + 3τμ + 2τ 

6(μ + τ)
,

p
U∗
2b �

1
2

+
μ 9μ2 + 6τμ + 2τ 

12(μ + τ)
,

p
U∗
2h �

6τ2 + 15μ2 + 8μ τ + 18μ3

12(μ + τ)
+
1
2
,

θU∗
1 �

9μ4 +(6τ − 9)μ3 − 15τμ2 − 8τ2μ
12(τ + μ) μ2 − μ − τ 

,

θU∗
2 �

3μ3 − (4τ + 3)μ − 3τ
6 μ2 − μ − τ 

,

πU∗
1 �

− 3μ3 + 6μ2 +(4τ − 3)μ − 3τ 
2

36 μ + τ − μ2 (τ + μ)
,

πU∗
2 �

G

144(τ + μ) μ2 − μ − τ 
,

G � 45μ6 − 81μ5 +(72 − 93τ)μ4 + 180τμ3

+ 80τ2 − 96τ − 36 μ2 − 132τ2 + 72τ μ − 36τ2(1 + τ).

(A.11)

.e necessary condition is given by (μ2/2)< τ < τm �

((− 9μ2 − 4μ + 6+
�������������������������
81μ4 − 72μ3 − 92μ2 + 96μ + 36


)/12). Let

πU∗
2 − πN

2 � (G/(144(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ))) − (1/36)(3 + 2μ)2

� 0, and we have a function of μ: F(μ) and prove
(μ2/2)<F(μ)< τm. When τ >F(μ), πU∗

2 − πN
2 > 0. Similarly,

let πU∗
2 − πD∗

2 � 0, and we get a function of μ: M(μ). When
τ >M(μ), πU∗

2 − πD∗
2 > 0. □

Proof of Proposition 6. If we relax the assumption of firm 2
quality, set q2 � q> 0. As the analytic process above, we can
obtain the results in Table 3.

In addition, in the situation of no extensions, the nec-
essary condition is (0< q< (3/2)). In the situation of
the downward extension, the necessary condition
is (0< q< ((μ[− 3μ3 + (3 − 2τ)μ2 + 5τμ + 4τ2])/(2(2τ + 3μ)

(− μ2 + μ + τ)))< (3/2)). In the situation of the upward
extension, the necessary condition is (0< q< ((2τ − μ2)/2μ))

and τ > (μ2/2).
Without unique preferences, πD∗

1 − πN
1 �

(μ/144)[20q2 + (32 − 20μ)q + 5μ2 − 20μ − 12]. If (0< q<
(μ/2)), we can get πD∗

1 − πN
1 < 0.

With unique preferences, πD∗
1 − πN

1 � (M/
(144(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ))) and M � 5μ6 − (20q + 25)μ5+
(20q2 + 52q − 29τ + 8) μ4 + [− 20q2 − 32q + 12 − (60q+

92)τ]μ3 − [20q2 + 72 q − 96τ + 36]τμ2 − (40q + 84)τ2μ−

36τ3. Let M � 0, and we obtain τ∗ � F(μ, q) (Expression is
too complex to list). When τ >F(μ, q), πD∗

1 − πN
1 > 0.

Similarly, (πD∗
1 − πU∗

1 � (μ/36(τ + μ)(μ2 − μ − τ))N)

and N � − 5μ5 − (14q + 4)μ4 + [− 4q2 + 22q + 4τ + 2]μ3+
[4q2 − 8q + (42q + 14)τ + 3]τμ2 + (4q2 − 36q − 4τ − 9)τμ−

(28q + 12)τ2. Let N � 0, and we get τ∗ � N(μ, q) �

(μ/8(7q + μ + 3))[4q2 + (42μ − 36)q + 4μ2 + 14μ − 9 +
��
B

√
]

and B � (164q2 + 120q − 36)μ2 − (112q2 + 576q2+

612q + 108)μ+ (4q2 + 20q + 15)2. When τ >N(μ, q),
πD∗
1 − πU∗

1 > 0.
Figure 11 shows the trend of N(μ, q), and the feasible

space of introducing an upward extension is larger with
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smaller unique preferences and bigger quality differentiation
between the base product and extensions of the high-quality
firm. An upward extension is more profitable with in-
creasing quality of the low-quality firm’s product. Otherwise,
the high-quality firm will introduce a downward extension
with customization technology.

(1) F � − 3μ4 + (6q − 2τ + 15)μ2 + (4qτ + 17τ − 6q−

12)μ2 + (4τ2 − 10qτ − 24τ)μ − 4τ2(q + 3)

(2) G � − 5μ6 + (20q + 25)μ5 + (− 20q
2

− 52q + 29τ−
8)μ4 + [4q

2
+ 80q − 48 − (60q + 92)τ]μ3 + [− 56τ2

+(4q
2

+ 120q)τ + (4q − 6)
2
]μ2 + [(40q + 84)τ +

2(4q − 6)
2
]τμ + [36τ + (4q − 6)

2
]τ2

(3) H � 9μ4 + 36qμ3 + (36q2 − 36τ)μ2 + [− 72qτ+

(4q − 6)2]μ + [36τ + (4q − 6)2]τ

Proof of Proposition 7. When (τ1 < τ <L(μ)τm), we know
that πU∗

1 − πN
1 > 0 and πD∗

1 − πN
1 < 0 So, if F< πU∗

1 − πN
1 , the

high-quality firm tends to introduce an upward extension.
Otherwise, it would make no extensions.

When (L(μ)≤ τ < τm), we know that
πU∗
1 − πN

1 > πD∗
1 − πN

1 > 0. So, if F< πU∗
1 − πN

1 , the high-
quality firm tends to introduce an upward extension.
Otherwise, it would make no extensions.

When τm ≤ τ < τ2, we know that πD∗
1 −

πN
1 > πU∗

1 − πN
1 > 0. So, if F< πD∗

1 − πN
1 , the high-quality

firm tends to introduce a downward extension. Otherwise, it
would make no extensions.
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